In this paper, we address the atmospheric entry guidance and control problem for Mars precision landing. The guidance and control design is based on the principle of tracking a reference drag versus velocity profile in the entry flight corridor, which is determined by physical constraints of the flight. An integrated adaptive/robust control approach to atmospheric entry guidance and control is introduced to deal with different uncertainties.
main idea for the guidance strategy is to control the vehicle to follow a given drag-velocity profile.
Equations of Motion
The equations of translationalmotion used in this These equations of motion are as follows [10]: Therefore, the range to be flown is determined by the drag-velocity (or drag-energy) profile. In the following, the control and guidance law is designed so that the actual drag will track the given dragvelocity profile.
Drsg Dlmamics with Uncertainty
To facilitate the control design for entry guid- The atmospheric density can be modeled as the ideal exponential density model (8) plus uncertain dispersion Ap (see Fig. 2) , i.e.,it can be well representedby the following: p = poe-_ + Ap.
Io" From the density model (7) ,one has that In the following, we assume the gravity acceleration g = #/f with f being the .reference radius is for smooth functions _o, _,, and _ of D,/), V, C, and constant.
The actual variation of g can be taken 6a.
as a part of the disturbance to be discussed later.
The In the following, we will use the above dynamical equation to design a guidance law.
GUIDANCE

AND CONTROL DESIGN
Guidance as a Tracking Problem with Disturbance ,, Rejection
As the drag profile is given by the range-velocity requirement, to reach certain range requirement, it is sufficient for the drag governed by the dynamics • Disturbance Rejection:
for given e > 0, and some A > 0.
In the following section,we willprovide an integrated adaptive/robust control approach to deal with the above problem based on the dynamical equation (15).The controlarchitecture isillustrated in Fig. 3 . The techniques of linearization, 74oocontrol,and dissipationtheory-based adaptive controlwill be used ([5]).
Feedback Linearization
The starting point for this problem is to design a controller forthe disturbance rejection problem with assumption that the parameter 8 isknown. , 12,13) where v is the new input variable. Fz -b_ + go(zl, z2, xs) + _°(zl, z2, x.)°_ (1 + 0_)_(xl,=2,z3) to achieve the disturbance rejection.
Adaptive Control Law
However, as 0 isnot known, the above controllaw can not be directlyused. One can use an estimatep of 0 instead,and the controllaw would be u = K(p;i)r,br, Dr,Zl,Z2,Z3)
where p is given by an update law:
Therefore, the guidance and control system has the structure as illustrated in Fig. 3 . To design the update law, we take the following functionas a storage function [5] : 
